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The microstructure of the Si nanocrystalssSi ncd has been investigated using conventional and high-
resolution transmission electron microscopysHRTEMd. For most of the nanocrystalss.90%d larger than 10
nm, HRTEM observations show that they are formed by the coalescence of smaller ones. Two kinds of
coalescence, one being the preferential attachments of small particles to theh111j facets of a seed nanoparticle,
and the other being an ordered combination of two or more small nanocrystals with appropriate orientations,
have been observed.
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Si nanocrystalssSi ncd embedded in a SiO2 matrix have
attracted much interest as a candidate system to act as an
efficient light emitter. Although the physical mechanism for
the light emission remains unclear, a lot of progress has been
made in both the preparation1–4 and characterization3–6 of the
Si nc. In order to better understand and control the physical
properties of the Si nc, it is fundamental and necessary to
study the main factors that affect the crystal growth and mi-
crostructure development of these nanocrystals. For the
nanocrystals embedded within a matrix, the coarsening is
usually attributed to Ostwald ripening,7 in which the crystal
growth takes place by diffusion of atoms between neighbor-
ing nanocrystals. Recent studies8–10 of TiO2 and ZnS nanoc-
rystals growing under hydrothermal conditions have shown
that the oriented attachment or coalescence plays an impor-
tant role in the coarsening of nanocrystals. In addition, the
coalescence of small particles by twinning was also reported
in FePt nanocrystals.11,12 In the process of the oriented at-
tachment or coalescence, the nanoparticles can themselves
act as the building blocks for crystal growth. However, for
the Si nc embedded in a matrix such as SiO2, coalescence or
oriented attachment has not been observed using high-
resolution transmission electron microscopysHRTEMd.

In this Rapid Communication, we report the conventional
and HRTEM observations of the Si nc produced in a SiO2
film by ion implantation and annealing. The Si nc range from
2 to 22 nm diam., and have a peculiar size distribution with
the depth of the implanted layer. For most of the nanocrystals
larger than 10 nm, HRTEM observations show that they are
formed by the coalescence of smaller ones. Two kinds of
coalescence, one being the preferential and ordered attach-
ments of small particles to theh111j facets of a seed nano-
particle, and the other being an ordered combinationsby
h111j twinningd of two or more small nanocrystals with ap-
propriate orientations in SiO2, have been observed. The high
concentration of Si ions is essential for the coalescence.

The Si nc were produced by a high-doses331017 cm−2d
implantation of Si+ into SiO2 film and annealings1100 °Cd.
For a detailed experimental procedure, see Ref. 13. The
specimens for TEM examination were prepared in a cross-
sectional orientationsf011g zone axis for the Si substrated
using conventional techniques of mechanical polishing and

ion thinning. Dark-field examination was carried out on a
Philips CM30 microscope operating at 300 kV. HRTEM and
electron energy-loss spectroscopysEELSd were performed
using a JEOL JEM 2010F scanning transmission electron
microscopesSTEMd operating at 200 kV and equipped with
a Gatan imaging filtersGIFd.

Figure 1sad shows a typical dark-field image of the speci-
men, which was recorded using as2 2 0d diffraction ring of
the Si nc. From Fig. 1sad, it can be clearly seen that a layer of
Si nc is embedded in the SiO2 film, starting at a depth of
about 50 nm from the surface and extending for a thickness
of about 240 nm. The Si nc range from 2 to 22 nm diam., and
the nanocrystals in the middle regionsregion IId of the layer
are larger than those near the free surfacesregion Id or the
bottom of the layersregion IIId. The peculiar size distribution
is due to the implantation process, which can produce a
Gaussian-shaped Si concentration depth profile in the SiO2
with a peak excess concentration of Si in the middle region
of the implanted layer. This is also in agreement with the
simulated depth profile by using the computer code SRIM.14

To confirm the composition of these nanocrystals, EELS was
carried out in the regions with and without the nanocrystals.
Figure 1sbd shows the background-subtracted EELS spectra
with the Si L2,3 edges obtained from a region with Si nc
slower paneld and from a region without Si ncsupper paneld.
It is known that theL2,3 edge of pure Si appears at about 99
eV with a peak at 100.8 eV; however, theL2,3 edge of SiO2
has a small peak at 106 eV and two large peaks at 108 and
115 eV.15 The peak Isat about 100.8 eVd in the lower panel
of Fig. 1sbd confirms that the composition of the nanocrystals
is pure Si.

To clarify the peculiar size distribution of the Si nc in this
sample, extensive HRTEM investigations were carried out. It
has been found that there are no evident microstructural de-
fects inside the Si nc smaller than 5 nm, and single twins are
dominant in the Si nc with diameters from 6 to 10 nm.13 In
this paper, we focus on the HRTEM observations of the Si nc
larger than 10 nm. The Si nc are stable under the 200-kV
electron beam, and the exposure time for every HRTEM im-
age is very shorts0.5 sd.

Figure 2 shows an example of the coalescence originating
from the attachments of small particles to theh111j facets of
a tetrahedral nanocrystal. The coalesced nanocrystal consists
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of three bigger nanograins and one smaller nanograin. When
viewed along thef011g direction, the nanograinsId can be
clearly seen as a triangle with facets of twoh111j planes and
one s100d plane. All the nanograins are connected byh111j
twinning. The twinned-epitaxially growth of CdS nanocrys-
tals to theh111j facets of a tetrahedral HgS nanocrystal was
also reported.16,17 Because the nanograin I has a high sym-
metry, it can act as the seed nanocrystal for the coalescence.
Although the seed nanocrystal has two kinds of facetsfh111j
and s100d facesg, however, not all the facets are suitable for
coalescence. The attachments only take place on theh111j
planes, and there is no nanograin attached tos100d plane. In
nanograin II, there is an intrinsic stacking faultsindicated by
the arrow labeled with SF in Fig. 2d parallel to the twinning

planes11̄1d. The facets of the nanograin I and shapes of the
nanograins are also illustrated in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 shows another example of the coalescence origi-
nating from the attachments of small particles to a nanopar-

ticle with facets. In Fig. 3sad, we can see that the coalesced
nanocrystal is composed of at least 10 smaller nanograins, all
joined byh111j twinning. Nanograin I has a projected shape
salong thef011g directiond of an approximate diamond with
facets of fourh111j planes, and the coalescence is thought to
take place by the attachments of the smaller nanograins to
the h111j planes of nanograin I. All the nanograins are self-

FIG. 1. sad A typical DF image of the sample with implantation
dose of 331017/cm2; sbd EELS spectra acquired from the regions
with the Si nc and without the Si nc.

FIG. 2. HRTEM image of a coalesced nanocrystal, showing the
attachments of small particles to theh111j facets of a tetrahedral
nanoparticle.

FIG. 3. sad HRTEM image of a coalesced nanocrystal, showing
the preferential and ordered attachments of small particles to the
h111j facets of an approximate-diamond-shaped nanoparticle;sbd
HRTEM image of the same nanocrystal recorded under different
focus condition.
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arranged by twinning in an ordered way. In the middle of the
coalesced nanocrystal, there is a threefold multiple twin. The
triple twin has not been observed in the Si nc before, and the
formation of the observed threefold multiple twin can be
attributed to the coalescence of three small nanocrystals by
h111j twinning. Due to the large size of this nanocrystal, it is
hard to focus the whole nanocrystal in one image at the same
time. The facets and shapes of the component nanograins are
also illustrated in Fig. 3sad. Figure 3sbd shows the HRTEM
image of the same nanocrystalfin Fig. 3sadg recorded under
different focusing conditions. It can be clearly seen from Fig.
3sbd that nanograins 2 and 6 are connected by nanograin 4
swith six atomic planesd, and nanograins 5 and 9 are joined
by nanograin 7 with only four atomic planes. In addition,
nanograins 6 and 8 form a single-twin boundary, and nan-
ograins 3 and 5 also produce a single-twin boundary.

From the above HRTEM results, it is very clear that the
h111j faceting plays an important role in the coalescence of
some nanoparticles. It is worth noting that only theh111j
planes are preferential for the coalescence or attachment,
while there is no attachment to thes100d planesfFigs. 2 and
3sadg. The precise role of facets on the nanoparticle surface
in the coalescence process is a subject of current interest.
Both experiments18 and computer simulations19 on two-
dimensional islands suggest that the presence of facets can
be effective in slowing down the coalescence process. Here
the observeds100d facets indeed act as an obstacle for further
coalescence, and the nanocrystal preferentially grows
throughh111j twinning. This can explain why the morphol-
ogy or shape of some nanocrystals is only elongated along
one dimension. For the nanocrystals growing through Ost-
wald ripening, their shapes are usually spherical. Here the
elongated shape of the large Si nc provides another favorable
evidence for the coalescence.

Besides the observation of the coalescence originating
from some nanoparticles with facets, two or more nanocrys-
tals swithout facetsd in appropriate orientations are also
found to be able to combine together throughh111j twinning.
Figure 4 shows some examples of the coalescence of two or
more nanocrystals in appropriate orientations. Figure 4sad
shows two nanocrystalsswith diameter of about 5 nmd are
about to combine together by twinning. An amorphous layer
of SiOx can also be seen clearly between these nanocrystals.
They are both oriented along thef011g direction with the
h111j planes approximately parallel to each other. This
clearly shows that only those with similar orientations have
better chance to coalesce. Further evidence is shown in Fig.
4sbd. Figure 4sbd shows that two nanograins 1 and 3sone
smaller and the other biggerd are connected by nanograin 2
with twinning. The parallel white lines in nanograin 2 show
a deviated atomic sequence, which is a characteristic for a
stacking faultsSFd. A closer examination of this SF shows
that it belongs to an intrinsic SF. The intrinsic SFsindicated
by an arrow labeled with SFd is parallel to theh111j twinning
plane. In a previous paper,13 a double-twin structure was re-
ported, and it can also be regarded as a coalescence of three
nanoparticles.

It is found from our HRTEM observations that all the
primary nanograins are preferential to attaching or combin-
ing together byh111j twinning. This can be explained by the

energy optimization of the boundaries between the primary
nanograins. In the cubic closed-packed Si crystal, theh111j
planes are the faces with the lowest surface energy(gs111)
=1.23 J/m2d,20 so it is understandable that all the nanocrys-
tals are coalescedvia h111j twinning. It was reported8,21 in
the nanocrystals growing under hydrothermal conditions that
imperfect oriented attachment or coalescence can produce
defects in the coalesced crystal, which often mark the origi-
nal boundaries between component nanocrystals. Here the Si
nc in SiO2 matrix exhibit a similar character for coalescence,
and the twin planes in the Si nc can be regarded as the
original boundaries between the component nanocrystals.

From the HRTEM analyses, it can be clearly seen that the
formation of the large Si ncsdimension.10 nmd is due to
the coalescence of smaller ones. During the coalescence pro-
cess, two or more nanoparticles combine to form a larger
particle without the dissolution of any primary particle.
Therefore, the growth by coalescence is controlled by the
probability of contact between nanoparticles in appropriate
orientationsshere the primary nanoparticles are all oriented
along thef011g directiond. This suggests that the growth by
coalescence is related to the number of the initial particles
with appropriate orientations in a given volumesi.e., the con-
centration of the nanoparticlesd. This is consistent with the
implantation conditionssa high implantation dose of 3

FIG. 4. HRTEM image ofsad two nanoparticlessin appropriate
orientationd about to combine together;sbd the combination of three
nanoparticles, showing the existence of twins and stacking fault.
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31017 cm−2d we used to produce the Si nc in this sample.
Because the Si concentration is lower in the region near the
free surface and bottom of the implanted layer, the probabil-
ity for the coalescence is reduced and the growth of the small
Si nc is dominated by Ostwald ripening. This could explain
why the smaller Si nc mainly exist in the wingssregions I
and IIId while the larger ones are predominantly located in
the middle regionsregion IId of the implanted layer, as
shown in Fig. 1sad.

The effect of the annealing time and temperature on the
coalescence process was also studied. In addition to 1100 °C,
another two annealing temperaturess900 and 1000 °Cd were
also tried. It has been found that a high annealing tempera-
ture s1100 °Cd is crucial for the appearance of the coales-
cence. For the samples annealed at lower temperatures, no
evident coalescence was observed. In addition, the annealing
time also plays an important role in the coalescence of the
small nanoparticles. Three samples with annealing times of
5, 15, and 25 min, respectively, were studied. It has been
observed that the coalescence begins in the samples with an
annealing time of around 10 to 15 min, and further coales-
cence happens in the sample with an annealing time of 25
min. Note that only one kind of coalescencesthe second

typed was observed for the samples annealed for less than 25
min. It indicates that a longer annealing time is also impor-
tant for the appearance of faceting for the Si nc.

In conclusion, we present the HRTEM evidence for the
coalescence of small Si nanoparticles by twinning. For most
of the Si ncs.90%d larger than 10 nm, HRTEM observa-
tions show that they are formed by the coalescence of
smaller ones. Two kinds of coalescence have been observed,
one being the preferential and ordered attachments of small
particles to theh111j facets of a seed nanocrystal, and the
other being an ordered combinationsby h111j twinningd of
two or more small nanocrystals in appropriate orientations.
All the coalesced nanocrystals have an elongated morphol-
ogy. The high concentration of Si+ and high annealing tem-
perature are essential for the appearance of coalescence. The
long annealing time is important for the appearance of face-
ting.
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